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1990 IN REVIEW 
Dear Reader, 
Faculty excellence in teaching. research, and public service continued in 1990. Instruc-
tion, OOlh within and ou tside the classroom, was emphasized. Through their participation in 
workshops, meetings. research, and public service. faculty strove to improve their teaching to in-
sure that the material presented was the most imponant and the most recent available. OUf 
cooperative/intern program is an example of our student outreach beyond the classroom. The 
involvement of departmental faculty in the Kentucky Geographical Alliance and other alliances 
also reneets our concern for teaching excellence at all levels of the curriculum. 
During the past year, faculty published 21 articles, 29 technical repons and consulting 
reports, and 9 abstracts (Table I). For the five year period 1986-1990 facu lty published 106 
articles, ItO technical and consulting reports and 65 abstracts. Ten external grants valued at 
$32,899 were obtained (Table 2). This brings our total dollar activity to $1,039,733 for the 
period 1986- 1990. There are few, if any, departments at Western Kentucky University that can 
match the productivity and diversity of effort of the faculty and students in this vital unit. 
Students majoring in geography and geology continue to bring credit to the department 
Students authored and co-authored 33 articles, technical and consulting reports, and abstracts. In 
addition, they presented 13 professional papers at local, state, and national meetings. For the 
five year period 1986-1990 students published 139 items and presented 93 professional papers. 
No department at the University comes close to matching this effort. 
While major and minor enrollments have remained relatively stable (Table 3), we con-
tinue to experience high levels of undergraduate enrollment. Our student/faculty ratio of 28.8 is 
the highest in five years and is among the highest in the University. 
Administratively, the department was busy as usual turning out strategic plans, new 
promotion and tenure standards. and outcome assessment criteria to evaluate our efforts. Sum-
maries of our activities and selected documents are found within the pages of our Annual Repon. 
One of the activities assigned to the faculty during the year was the evaluation of the department 
chair. I am happy to report that faculty support for the incumbent was overwhelming and that I 
will be serving another four year tenn. 
While the department experienced great success in most areas, we did suffer some per-
sonne l setbacks. The major tragedy was the untimely death of Dr. C. Ronald Seeger. After a 
brief illness. he died early in September. Dr. Delx>rah Kuehn was temporarily employed to 
replace Ron and after a national search extended a contract for the 1991-1992 academic year. 
We welcome her to the faculty. We also welcome Mr. Christopher Groves (ABO. University 
of Virginia) who replaced Dr. Ron Dilamarter in our hydrology, karst, and geomorphology area. 
Dr. Eugenie Rovai submitted her resignation late in the Spring 1991 semester. She has taken a 
position at Chico State. We will miss her. Other personnel changes include Ms. Joan Shartzer 
1 
and Mr. Peter Erlenbach leaving for other positions and the addition of Ms. Lisa Frye as the new 
secretary for the Center for Local Government. 
We invite you to explore the remaining pages of this repon. They document faculty 
dedication and pride in their discipline and their depanment. As I complete my fifteenth year as 
department chair (I began as a mere boy), I look with pride to our collective accomplishments. 









DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
NONINSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES 1986· 1990 
TABLE I 
1986 1987 1988 1989 
15 16 32 22 
14 20 9 28 
.. 12 28 16 
32 31 38 38 
Professional Workshops 16 27 21 15 
Att.cndancc at 40 53 47 55 
Professional Meetings 
Positions in Professional 22 22 13 14 
Organizations 
Grants and Fellowships 10 15 18 25 
Student Papers Presented 19 17 23 21 
Student Publications 2 13 48 43 
EXTERNAL GRANT, CONTRACT ACTIVITY AND 
DONATED EQUIPMENT 1986 · 1990 
TABLE 2 
School Y car Funded Number of Proposals Number-Funded 
1986 8 3 
1987 15 6 
1988 8 7 
19R. 14 12 
1990 10 8 




















Dr. C. Ronald Seeger 1931 - 1990 
Dr. C. Ronald Seeger passed away on September 10, 1990. The Col/ege Heights Herald 
published the following anicle shortly after his death . 
Charles Ronald "Ron" Seeger, a geography and geology professor, was considered an expen in 
his field, particularly in geophysics, his collegues say. 
Seeger died Monday night at The Medical Center at Bowling Green after a stroke he suffered in 
late August. He was 59. 
"He was a little hard to get to know, but once you did he was really nice," said David Doyle, a 
Park City junior majoring in geology. "Everylxxly up here will miss him." 
"He was a man dedicated 10 hi s profession," said Wayne Hoffman, head of the Department of 
Geography and Geology. "He presented papers and did a lot of research in the field." 
Seeger taught the first week of classes before having the slroke, said Noland Fields, geology 
professor. He had been in the hospital since then. 
Seeger held degrees from Ohio State University, George Washington University and The 
University of Pittsburgh. He was a member of American Geophysical Union, Who's Who in the 
World, Geological Society of America. Meteoritical Society, Sigma Xi, American Association of 
University Professors, Kentucky Academy of Science and Unitarian Fellowship. 
Survivors include his wife, Barbara Ashley Seeger, and two daughters, Leslie Seeger of 
Nashville and Julie Seeger of Bowling Green. 
By John Manin 
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FACULTY AND STAFF 
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Karst Studies. 
James L. Davis. Ph.D. (Nonhwestern), Professor. Urban, Transportation, 
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Peter Erlenbach, M.S. (East Tennessee State), Staff Canographer. 
Noland E. Fields. Jr., Ph .D. (Louisiana State), Professor. Environ-
menial Geology, Sedimentary Geology, Paleontology. 
SlUart Foster, Ph.D. (Ohio State) , Assistam Professor. Quantitative 
Methods, Location Analysis, Geographic Infonnation Systems. 
Christopher G. Groves, ABD (Univeristy of Virginia), Instructor. 
Geomorphology, Hydrology. 
Edmund E. Hegen, Ph.D. (Florida), Professor. Resources 
and Conservation, Rural Development, Latin America. 
Wayne L. Hoffman, Ph.D. (Florida), Head, Professor. Urban, Economic, 
Planning. 
Deoorah W. Kuehn, Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Assistant Profe ssor. 
Coal Geology, Organic Geochemistry, Palynology. 
Kenneth W. Kuehn, Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Associate Professor. 
Coal Geology, Coal Petrology, Geosratistics. 
Mark Lowry II , Ph.D. (Syracuse), Professor. Urban, Social , Planning. 
Jack D. McGregor, Ph.D. (Illinois), Professor. Mineralogy, Petrology, 
Petroleum Geology. 
Conrad T. Moore, Ph.D. (U.C.L.A.), Professor. Resource 
Management, Biogeography, Environmental Perception. 
Alben J. Petersen, Jr., Ph.D. (Louisiana State), Professor. Cultural, 
Seulement Patterns, Historic Preservation. 
Eugenie RoYai, Ph.D. (Clark), Assistant Professor. Natural Resources, Nonh 
America, Physical Geography 
L. Michael Trapasso, Ph.D. (Indiana State), Associate Professor. 
Climatology, Geomorphology, Remote Sensing. 
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FACULTY AWARDS 
Dr. Nicholas Crawford, Professor of Geography, was the recipient of the Silver 
Seal Award for his work protecting groundwater by the National Council of State 
Garden Clubs. This was one of four national awards given at the National Meeting 
held in Seattle, Washington. 
Dr. Albert Petersen , Professor of Geography. was the recipient of the Ogden 
College Award for Distinguished Public Service. Recipients of this award 
must demonstrate effective prcxluctivity in public service and academic excellence. 
Dr. Kenneth Kuehn, Associate Professor of Geology was the recipient of the 
Ogden College Award for Distinguished Teaching. Recipients of this award 
have demonstrated effective and inspirational teaching and academic excellence. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN SUMMARY 
The follow ing are the major strategic planning objectives li sted for the 1990-91 academic year 
in the department's Sli1lte~ic filIn; 1989-1994. 
Objective Cu rrent Status 
To create a geographic analysis laboratory We have purchased more than $ 60,000 
for GIS. etc. wonh of equipment and software. 
To encourage students to publish their Obective has been met. 
research and present their research results. 
To establish a "Help Lab" for No progress. 
underprepared students in 100 level classes. 
To establi sh an audiovisual facility and film New television set, VCR, two slide 
library within the department. projectors, and two overhead projectors 
were purchased. Some progress. 
To review advising materials . etc. No progress. 
To establish visiting scholars program and Will be implemented Fall 1991. 
departmental seminar. 
To prepare proposal for MS in Geology No progress. 
Degree. 
To develop a two course sequence Objective has been met. 
in spatial analysis. 
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PRIORITY LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND REPAIR/MAINTENANCE NEEDS 
A. Equipment List 
Rank I 
Hayes 2400 Baud Modem ffiM/Apple Compatible 
Sharp FO-300 Fax Machine/Ptinter w/modem 
Talos Digitizer or CalComp 2000 Digitizer 
Price AA Current Meter 
New Clocks - stage recorde" (2) 
New Clocks - rain gauges (2) 
Radon Test Equipment 
Canon 35 mm camera wlflash and 50 nun lenses 5 @ 450 
Brunton pocket transits 
High volume roll mrn Laminator ARL 25" 
KY-US Topographic Sheets 
Continent relief maps 
World Relief Maps 
Wall maps 
Planix 5000 digilal planimeter 
Map reproducer system (Minolta/Canon) 30" 
Krones LZK optical drafting system 
Automatic rock thin secrioner 
Photometer w/readour capacity 
LaCost Ramberg D Microgravity Meter 
Zoom rraosfer scope 
AeriaVSpace photos 
Optical scanner 
Manometer stage recorders (2) 
Petrographic microscopes (5) 
Max Cadliner CD-750 w/letter mcx1ules 
Automatic Water Samplers 
UV Light w/cabinet 
Cave radio 
WeighingfRecording Rain Gauge 
Parallax Bar w/digital micrometer processor 
Vacuum frame flip-top plate maker 
Wild range finder - 4 km range 
Water Pumps (2) 
















































Wind VelocitylDirection Recorder 
Automatic Weather Station 
Satellite Graphics System 
Deep Rock Drilling Rig 
Hydrolab 
Current Meter 
Dissolved O"ygen Meter 
Waler Sensor 
Macintosh Computer and Accessories 
Rank II Sub.otal 
Grand Total Equipment 
B. Repair/Service/Preventive Mai ntenance 
Rank I 
Geophysics Insttuments Service 
Replacement Fluoresent Dye 
Elec tric Tape 
TVNe R 




















EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE PURCHASED DURING 1990-1991 
During the past academic year, the department purchased $ 6, 218 of equipment and 
soflware out of the regular operating equipment budget During the same period. $ 15, 418 of 
equipment and software were purchased from grant fu nding. A listing of the equipment pur-
chased follows: 
2 Overhead Projectors 
2 Kodak Carousel Projector.; 4400 
I Luxor UB TV NCR Can 
2 Vivitar V2000 SLK Camera 
I 3m 4550 Transparency Maker 
KROY Leuering Machine 
TY/Monitor w/27" Screen (Sony) 
YHS Recorder/player (Sony Model SLY 373) 
CD-ROM Software - US/World Atlas 
4 386 Math CoProcessor 




TURBO "C" Language Program 
230 WAT Power Supply Unit for IBM 
286-12MNS Motherboard/w/Mb RAH 
Raytector IU Portable UY Light 
Battery Operated Clock for Weather Station 
NCGIA Core Curriculum in GIS 
Spelling Coach Professional 3.1 
I MHz Numerica CoProcessor 
I Norton Utilities Program 5.0 
1 Gramtik 
Map Viewer 
CD-ROM External Optical Drive with adaptor 
Atlas GIS 
ZMF 316 with Color Monitor 
2 ZMF 320 Model 40 with Color Monitor 
1 160 MB 51/4" ESDI Hard Drive 
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Crawford, Nicholas. "Proposed Groundwater Monitoring of the Bowling Green, Kentucky 
Inen Landfill," prepared for Public Works Depanment, Bowling Green, Kentucky, May, 
1990,6 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas. Groundwater Row in the Vicinity of Eastern Elementary School, 
Barren County, Kentucky," (with James H. Smith), prepared for Barren County Board of 
Education, June. 1990, 59 p., 1 plate. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Hydrogeologic Investigation for a Proposed Petroleum Waste By-
Products Land-Treatment Facility, Triple M Farms, Simpson County, Kentucky," (with 
James H. Smith), prepared for NorthAmerican Environmental Services, Inc., September, 
1990,201 p., 4 plates. 
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Crawford, Nicholas. "Removal Action Plan for the CSX-Lewisburg Train Derailment Site. 
Lewisburg. Marshall County, Tennessee," (with Resource Consultants. Inc. and ERC 
Environmental and Energy Services Company) prepared for CSX Transportation, Inc., 
December, 1990,53 p. 
Davis, James L. "Transportation Facilities Analysis," prepared for City-County Planning 
Commission of Wamn County by Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky 
University, 1990,50 p. 
Hoffman, Wayne. "Preliminary Analysis Considering the Feasibility of Locating an Ameri-
can Branch Bank at the Hanland Center--Bowling Green Kentucky," (with Thomas 
Tweddell), prepared for the American National Bank, 1990, 35 p., \0 figures. 
Hoffman, Wayne. "A Report on the Broadway Branch of the American National Bank: 
Bowling Green, KentUCky," (with 'momas Tweddel1), prepared for the American Na-
tional Bank, 1990, 19 p., 3 figures. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Physical Composition of 'Wal-Man' Branch Charcoal Briquets," prepared 
for Royal Oak Enterprises, Atlanta, GA, 1990, I p. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Physical Composition of Wal-Man' Brand Briquets as Manufactured by 
T. S. Ragsdale ," prepared for Royal Oak Enterprises, Atlanta, GA, 1990, 4 p. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Relation Between Hardgrove Grindability and Moisture Content of Coal," 
prepared for PSI Energy, Plainfield, IN, 2 p. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Characterization of Coal-Liquefaction Residues," prepared for AMOCO 
Research Center, Naperville, IL, 1990,6 p. 
Moore, Conrad. "Plant and Animal Ecology," prepared for the City-County Planning Com-
mission of Warren County by the Center for Local Government. Western Kentucky 
University, 1990, 11 pp. 
Petersen, Albert. "Analysis of Bowling Green and Warren County Housing," prepared for 
the City-County Planning Commission of Warren County by the Center for Local Gov-
ernment, Western Kentucky University, 1990.34 pp. 
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ABSTRACTS 
Davis, James L. "British Rail Intercity Service: A Geographic Appraisal," Abstracts, Popu-
lar Cuhure Association National Meering, 1990. p. 15. 
Dav is, James L. "Highway and Street Transportation Facilities Analysis of Warren County 
Kentucky," Pro"am and Abstracts. AAG Annual Meeting. 1990, p. 49. 
Fields. Noland. "Seismic Hazard Education - Problems and Strategies for Geoscientists in 
the Central and Southern Mid-Continent Area," (with others), Abso-acts. Geological So-
ciety of America, Southeast Regional Meetings. Vol. 22, No.4, 1990. p. 45. 
Fields, Noland. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model- An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Educational Tool," Abstracts, Geological Society of America, National 
Meeting. Vol. 22. No.7. 1990. p. 239. 
Foster, Stuart. "An Analysis of the Locational Dynamics of Physician Supply," Promms 
and Abstracts, AAG Annual Meeting, 1990, p. 74. 
Kuehn, Kenneth . "Recovery, Characterization and Utilization of Ponded Coal Fines," (with 
C.E. Beane), Abstracts and Pro~am, Seventh Annual Meeting of the Society for Organic 
Petrology. 1990. p. 25. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Ponded Coal Fines - Kentucky's New Coal Resources," (wilh C.E. 
Beane), Geoloe;y Section Proe:rarn and Abstracts, 76th Annual Meeting of the Kentucky 
Academy of Science, 1990, p. 8. 
Moore. Conrad. "Great Plain Droughts. 1820-1865: Documentary and Dendrocl imatic 
Evidence," Prouams and Abstracts, AAG Annual Meeting, 1990, p. 173. 
Rovai , Eugenie. "The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem and Spatial Analysis," Proin"ams and 
Abstracls. AAG Annual Meeting. 1990. p. 213. 
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FACULTY PAPERS PRESENTED 
Conner, D. Glen. "Climatology in Kentucky," American Association of State Climatologists, 
Atlantic City, August, 1990. 
Conner, D. Glen. "Century of Oimate at Non-Urban Stations," Kentucky Academy of 
Science, Nonhern Kentucky University, November, 1990. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Environmental Aspects of Karst Hydrology," New Concepts in Geol-
ogy Seminar, Lexington. Kentucky, April 1990. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "The Radon Problems in Southcentral Kentucky: What Are the Facts?" 
Radon Symposium, Bowling Green, March, 1990. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Hydrogeology of the Proposed Tennessee Site for the Superconducting 
Super Collider: Recommendations for Preventing Karst Groundwater Problems," Ten-
nessee Chapter, American Institute of Professional Geologists, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, 
March, 1990. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Geological Sources of Radon," Seventh National Symposium on 
Managing Hazardous Materials, Lexington, November, 1990. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Groundwater Contamination of Karst Aquifers by Septic Tank Emu~ 
ent: Warren County, Kentucky," Mammoth Cave Karst Research Conference, Mammoth 
Cave National Park, December, 1990. 
Davis, James L. "An Evaluation of Department Chair Salary Policies: An Inter~University 
Comparison," (with Wayne Hoffman), National Chairpersons Conference, Orlando, 
Florida, February, 1990. 
Davis, James L. "British Rail Inter City Service: A Geographical Appraisal ," National 
Meeting of the Popular Culture Association, Toronto, Canada, March, 1990. 
Davis, James L. "Highway and Street Transportation Facilities Analysis of Warren County, 
Kentucky," National Meeting, Association of American Geographers, Toronto, April , 
1990. 
Davis, James L. "A Geographical Case Study of a Profitable Rail Passenger System," Ken~ 
lucky Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky University, November, 1990. 
Fields, Noland. "Seismic Hazard Education ~ Problems and Strategies for Geoscientists in 
the Central and Southern Mid~Continent Area," Geologic Society of America, Regional 
Meeting, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, March, 1990. 
Fields, Noland. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model- An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Education Tool ," (with Kalen Watkins and Christopher Meyer), National 
Meeting Geologic Society of America, Dallas, October 1990. 
Fosler, SlUan A. "An Analysis of the Locational Dynamics of Physician Supply." Annual 
Meeting, Association of American Geographers, Toronto, April 1990. 
Foster, Stuart A. "A Computer-Aided Approach for Teaching Statistical Methods in Geogra-
phy, " (wi th Wayne Hoffman), Kentucky Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky 
University, 1990. 
Hegen, Edmund. "Middle America: Environment, People and Quality of Life," Kentucky 
Council on International Education and Western Kentucky University Conference on 
Neighbors North and South: United States Relations with Canada, Mexico, and the 
Caribbean, Western Kentucky University , March, 1990. 
Hoffman, Wayne. "An Evaluation of Department Chair Salary Polic ies: An Inter-Universi ty 
Comparison," (with James Davis), National Chairperson Conference, Orlando, Florida, 
February, 1990. 
Hoffman, Wayne. "A Computer-Aided Approach for Teaching Statistical Methods in Geog-
raphy," (with Stuart Foster), Kentucky Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity, November, 1990. 
Kuehn, Kenneth W. "Recovery, Characterization and Utilization of Ponded Coal Fines," 
(with C. E. Beane), Seventh Annual Meeting of the Society for Organic Petrology, 
Calgary, Canada, September, 1990. 
Kuehn , Kenneth W. "Ponded Coal Fines - Kentucky's New Coal Resource," (with C.E. 
Beane), Kentucky Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky University, November, 
1990. 
Lowry, Mark. "Ecuador's Colorado Indians: Production of a Video," Annual Convention of 
Midwestern Association of Latin American Studies, Cincinnati , Ohio, October, 1990. 
Moore, Conrad. "Great Plains Droughts 1820- 1865: Documentary and Den<iroclimatic 
Evidence," Annual Meeting, Association of American Geographers, Toronto, April, 
1990. 
Moore, Conrad. "Factors Affecting Wood Fuel Consumption in Warren County, Kentucky," 
(with Barry Vann), Kentucky Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky University, 
November, 1990. 
Rovai, Eugenie. "The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem and Spatial Analysis," Annual Meet-
ing, Association of American Geographers , Toronto, April , 1990. 
Trapasso, Michael. "Deforestation of the Amazon: A Brazilian Perspective," Annual Meet-
ing, Assoc iation of American Geographers, Toronto, April, 1990. 
Tra passo, Michael. "The Candomble': An Afro-Brazilian Religious Cult," Kentucky Acad-
emy of Science, Northern Kentucky University, November, 1990. 
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INTERNAL GRANTS RECEIVED - 1990 
Name Source Purpose Amount 
Nicholas Crawford FacuIty Summer Research Research $4()()() 
James L. Davis Presidents Unrestricted Fund Travel $ 200 
Faculty Development Travel $ 200 
Noland Fields Faculty Development Fund Travel $ 220 
Stuan Foster Faculty Development Fund Travel $200 
Kenneth Kuehn Presidents Unrestricted Fund Travel $ 296 
Faculty Development Fund Travel $ 200 
Conrad Moore Faculty Development Fund Travel $200 
Eugenic Rovai Faculty Development Fund Travel $ 200 
Michael Trapasso Faculty Development Fund Travel $200 
TOTAL $5916 
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EXTERNAL GRA TS AND EQUIPMENT RECEIVED - 1990 
Project Name Director/Author Funding Agency Value 
Exchange Program Glen Conner National Climate Center $ 3,609 
Groundwater Study Nick Crawford Auburn, Kentucky $ 3,790 
Geographic Info. Stuart Fosler & 
SyslCm Wayne Hoffman BRADD $ 6,000 
Water Supply Maps Wayne Hoffman BRADD $ 3,000 
Consolidation Survey Wayne Hoffman College Consortium - $ 3,000 
Owensboro 
Locat ion Studies Wayne Hoffman American National Bank $ 3,500 
Economic Develop· Steve House & Economic Development $100,000' 
mentlnstitute Wayne Hoffman Administration a year for 
next 6 years 
Travel Grant Mark Lowry Fullbright-Hays $ 10,000 
TOTAL $ 32,899 
·Steve House primary author--total not included in department summary. 
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SERVICE TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS 
Ahsan. Reza -Science Days 
-Spoke to numerous school groups 
-International Days 
Bingham, James -Judge, Science Fair, Hart County High School 
-Geography In-Service for Hart County Teachers 
-International Days 
Conner, Glen -Science Days 
-Tours of Kentucky Climate Center for Several School Groups 
-Presentation at Workshop for Teachers. Mammoth Cave 
National Park 
Crawford, Nicholas -Presentations to Agricultural Teachers 
-Presentation to College Heights High School. Hopkinsville 
-Science Days 
Davis, James -Judge, Kentucky Geography Bee 
-Presentation to Han County High School Science Cub 
Fields. Noland -Presentation at laRue County High School 
-Presentation at Glasgow Middle School 
-Presentation at Radcliffe Elementary School 
-Consultant, Earth Science Projects. Han County High School 
-Science Days 
Hegen, Edmund -Presentations (3) at Hart County High School 
-Science Days 
-International Days 
Hoffman, Wayne -International Days 
Kuehn, Kenneth -Judge, Southern Kentucky Regional Science Fair 
-Science Days 
Lowry, Mark -Science Days 
-International Days 





-Inservice Programs at Knott County, Christian County, Jefferson 
County and Breathitt County 
-Judge, Kentucky Geography Bee 
-Instructor, Kentucky Geographic Society Summer Institute for 
Teachers -- London, Kentucky and Ashland Kentucky 
-Coordinator, Sixth Grade Geography Project, Geography Alliance 




-Presentation, Bullin Central High School 
-Presentation, Lincoln Elementary School 
-Presentation, Logan County High School 
-Judge, Junior Kentucky Academy of Science 
-Several Tours of Weather Station for school groups 
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FACULTY ATTENDANCE AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS 
*Panicipated in the meeting as a paper presenter, chairperson of a session or in some other 
professional manner. 
Depanment Chair Leadership Conference, Annual Meeting, Orlando, February, 1990. 
Davis·. Hoffman· . 
Association of American Geographers, Annual Meeting. Toronto, Canada, March, 1990. 
Davis·, Foster·, Hoffman-, Moore,·, Petersen, Rovai*, Trapasso· , 
Latin American Studies, Spring Conference, Western Kentucky University, March, 1990. 
Ahsan. Hegen*, Trapasso. 
Radon Taking the Next Step Symposium, Bowling Green, March, 1990. Crawford"', 
Hoffman. 
Popular Culture Association, Annual Meeting. Toronto, Canada, March, 1990. Davis·. 
Southeastern Section, Geological Society of America, Regional Meeting, Tuscaloosa, Ala· 
barna, March, 1990. Fields'. 
Tennessee Chapter of the American Institute of Professional Geologists, Annual Meeting, 
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, March, 1990. Crawford·. 
Kentucky Council of Area Development Districts, Louisville, April 1990. Hoffman. 
Ellen Semple Day, University of Kentucky, April, 1990. Hoffman, Petersen. 
New Concepts in Geology Conference, Lexington, Kentucky, April , 1990. Crawford·. 
Kentucky Oil and Gas Association, Annual Meeting, Louisville, May, 1990. Kuehn. 
Kentucky Nature Conservancy, Annual Meeting, Barren River Lake State Park, May, 1990. 
Moore. 
National Association of Regional Councils, San Francisco, June, 1990. Hoffman. 
Governors Local Issues Conference, Louisville, June, 1990. Hoffman. 
Kentucky Division of Water Conference on the Mammoth Cave Water Quality Monitoring 
Program, Frankfon, July, 1990. Crawford. 
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American Association of State Climatologists, Annual Meeting, Atlantic City, August, 1990. 
Conner*. 
The Society for Organic Petrology, Annual Meeting, Calgary, Canada, September, 1990. 
Kuehn"'. 
Kentucky Tourism Federation and Workshops, Owensboro, Kentucky, October, 1990. 
Bingham. 
Geological Society of America, National Meeting, Dallas, Texas, October, 1990. Fields"'. 
Midwestern Association of Latin American Studies, Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
October. 1990. Lowry>. 
Forty-eighth Great Plains Anthropological Conference, Annual Meeting, Oklahoma City, 
October, 1990. Moore. 
Sigma Xi, National Meeting, Research Triangle, Nonh Carolina, October, 1990. Trapasso"'. 
Kentucky Academy of Science, Annual Conference, Nonhern Kentucky University, Novem-
ber, 1990. Ahsan , Conner*, Davis"', Foster"', Hoffman"', Kuehn"' , Moore"' , Trapasso"'. 
Latin American Studies, Fal l Conference, Western Kentucky University, November, 1990. 
Ahsan, Hegen"' . 
Seventh National Symposium on Managing Hazardous Material . Lexington, November, 
1990. Crawford"'. 
Southeastern Division, Association of American Geographers, Columbia, South Carolina, 
November, 1990. Petersen"', Rovai. 
Mammoth Cave Karst Research Conference, Mammoth Cave National Park, December, 
1990. Crawford"'. 
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Hazardous Waste Site Health and Safety Training, Ensafe, 
Owensboro, Kentucky, May, 1990. 
IBM PC Application in Groundwater Pollution and Hydrology, 
Association of Groundwater Scientists and Engineers. 
NWWA, Princeton, New Je"ey, August, 1990. 
Special Symposium of Solid Waste, Geological Society of 
America, April 1990. 
GEOREFWorkshop, WKU Library, November, 1990. 
Joint-Symposium on Science Teaching and Kentucky Educa-
tion Refonn Law, Western Kentucky University, December, 
1990. 
Binet (Electronic Mail). Western Kentucky University. Febru-
ary,I990. 
Conservation of the Alaskan Tundra and the Opening of 
ANWR, Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. 
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POSITIONS HELD IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Crawford, Nicholas 
Assoc iate Editor, StY201o~ia: International Journal of General and Appl ied Groundwater 
Research 
Fields. Noland 
Liaison Officer, Geological Society of America 
Hoffman, Wayne 
Comminee on Professional Career Development 
Southeast Division, Association of American Geographers 
Chainnan, Public Relations Committee, Kentucky Planning Association 
Secretaryrrreasurer. Higher Education Interest Group, Association of American 
Geographers 
Kuehn, Kenneth 
Chair, Research Subcommittee, Society for Organic Pecroiogy 
Editor, Journal of Coal Quality 
Councelor, Society for Organic PetrOlogy 
Vice· President, Geological Society of KentUCky 
Petersen, Alben 
Kentucky Representative, SE Division, AAG 
Editor, Kentucky Geographic Newsletter 
Co·Coordinalor, Kentucky Geographic Alliance 
Moore, Conrad 
Chainnan, Geography Section, Kentucky Academy of Science 
Secretary, Geography Section, Kentucky Academy of Science 
Trapasso, Michael 
President, Sigma Xi 
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- Neighborhood Planning Group, Bowling Green 
- Kentucky State Climatologist 
- Alternate Energy Advisory Committee, Kentucky 
Energy Cabinet 
- Water Availability Advisory Council, Kentuc ky 
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection 
Cabinet 
- Project Review Committee, Kentucky Energy 
Cabinet 
- Citizens Advisory Corrunittee, Ohio River Basin 
Commission 
- Scientific Committee, Cave Research Foundation 
- Hydrologist, Kentucky Cave and Rock Rescue 
Team 
- Kentucky Citizens Water Task Force 
- Board of Directors. Mammoth Cave Nature 
Association 
- Board of Directors, Mammoth Cave National Park 
Association 
- Warren County Radon Action Committee 
- Friends of the Lost River 
- Governor's Earthquake Hazards Advisory Panel 
- Board of Directors, Barren River Area 
Development District 
- Chainnan. Natural Resources and Environmental 
Problems Committee, Barren River Area 
Development Dishiet 
- Citizens Advisory Committee, Ohio River Basin 
Commission 
- Member, Urban Services Comminee, Kentucky 
Council of ADDS 
- Board of Directors, Mammoth Cave National Park 
Association 
· Member. Coordinating Committee, Kentucky 
Geographical Alliance 
· Sister Cities Organization 
· Partners of the Americas 
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Petersen, Alben - Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board, 
Kentucky Heritage Council 
- United States Board of Geographic Names, 
Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Geological 
Survey 
- Kentucky Member of the United States Board of 
Geographic Names, U.S. Depanment of the 
Interior 
- Member, Coordinating Committee. Kentucky 
Geographic Alliance 
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·Member, University-International Day Committee 
-Member, University-Asian Studies Committee 
-Member, University-Latin America Studies Committee 
-Member, Faculty Senate 
-Member, Faculty Senate, Academic Affairs Committee 
-Member, University Cooperative Education Committee 
-Member, University Communications Strategic Planning 
Committee 
-College, Dean's Advisory Committee 
-Western XXI, Technology Task Force Committee 
-Member, College-Scholarship Committee 
-Western XXI, Chair, Academic Programs Task Force 
-Western XXl, Steering Committee 
-Member, Academic Council 
-Vice Chair, Graduate Council 
-Member, University-Yeager Scholarship Committee 
-Member, Graduate Council 
-Vice Chair, Graduate Faculty Committee-Graduate 
Councn 
-Chair, OCSTH Pre-College Science/Malh Education 
Committee 
-Member, OCSTH OAR Undecided Student Advisory 
Committee 
-Member, University International Education 
Committee 
-Member, University Latin American Studies 
Committee 
-Member, Russian and East European Studies 
Committee 
-Member, Ogden College Computer Resource Committee 
-Member, University Communications Strategic Planning 
Committee 








Rovai , Eugenie 
Trapasso, Michael 
· Member, College Curriculum Committee 
. Western XXI, Task Force on Political, Legal, and Competition 
·Westem XXI, Steering Committee 
· Member, Faculty Senate 
·FacuIty Status and Welfare Committee· Faculty Senate 
.Faculty Senate Eiltecutive Committee 
·Member, College Faculty Awards Committee 
·Member, College Graduate Committee 
·Member, College Sabbatical Committee 
·University, Faculty Grievance Committee 
·University, Advisory Committee on Faculty Continuance 
·Member, College Science Days Committee 
· Member, University Canadian Curriculum Committee 
· Member, University·Canadian Studies Committee 
· Member, University-Honors Committee 
·Member, University·United Way Committee 
-Member, College Environmental Studies Committee 
-Member, College Library Commitlee 
· Member, University Academic Probation Committee 
·Member, Graduate Council 
· Member, University Program Excellence Committee 
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FOREIGN TRAVEL BY FACULTY 
Davis, James - Canada 
Foster, Stuan - Canada 
Hoffman. Wayne - Canada 
Kuehn, Kenneth - Canada 
Lowry. Mark - Ecuador and Argentina 
Moore. Conrad . Canada 
Petersen, Albert - Canada 
Rovai, Eugenie - Canada 
Trapasso, Michael - England and Canada 
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MASTERS DEGREES AWARDED 
1990 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING) 
Alice Willis-Burks - Dr. Wayne Hoffman, Advisor 
Marilyn Jo Harrison - Dr. Wayne Hoffman, Advisor 
Damon H. King - Dr. Mark Lowry. Advisor 
John Knight - Dr. Wayne Hoffman, Advisor 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE (GEOGRAPHy) 
David G. Baize - Dr. Nicholas Crawford, Advisor 
Thesis Title: A 'PRASTIC' Evaluation of the Ground-Waler Pollution 
of Karst Terrain: Lost River Ground-Water Basin. Warren County. 
Kentucky. 
Calvin Witrong - Dr. James Davis. Advisor 
Josue Chevez - Dr. Mark Lowry, Advisor 
Robert Evans - Dr. Conrad Moore, Advisor 
Barry Vann - Dr. Conrad Moore, Advisor 
Thesis Title: Factors Affecting Wood Fuel Consumption and Environ-
mentallmpacls on Warren County. Kentucky. 
Randy Villa - Dr. Nicholas Crawford. Advisor 
Shau" Winter - Dr. Nicholas Crawford, Advisor 
MASTER OF PUBLIC SERVICE DEGREE (CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING) 










































GRADUATE STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE 
1990 
M. Fahad AI-Kolabi, King Saud University 
James Asbury, Western Kentucky University 
David Baize, Western Kentucky University 
Gregory Black, Morehead State University 
Mike Brent, Western Kentucky University 
Robert L. Bybee, Western Kentucky University 
Alice Willis-Burks, Western Kentucky University 
Josue Chevez, Escuela Superior - Honduras 
Carl Britton Dotson, Western Kentucky University 
Robert Evans, Northern Kentucky University 
Mark A. Gottlieb, University of Hartford 
Marilyn 10 Harrison, Western Kentucky University 
William Howcroft, University of Massachusetts 
Damon King, Western Kentucky University 
Kelley Kaletsky, A veren College 
John Knight, Wittenberg University 
Gregory L. Langeliers. South Dakota State University 
Freida Moore. Morehead State University 
Gary Mathis. Western Kentucky University 
William T. Neisz, Western Kentucky University 
Michael Nichols, University of Virginia 
Steven H. Owens, Western Kentucky University 
Laura E. Pace, Western Kentucky University 
James Smith, Tennessee Technological University 
James Stephenson, University of the South 
Stuan Douglas Stevenson, Western Kentucky University 
Barry Vance, Tennessee Technological University 
Randy Villa, Humboldt State University 
Shaun Winter, Western Kentucky University 
Calvin Wilfong, Middle Tennessee State University 
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UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT DATA 
Pro~am Enrollment 
There was a slight decrease of 23 students in program enrollments when comparing Fall 
1989 to Fall 1990 data. Essentially a period of enrollment stability is projected for the next 
two years. An increasing awareness of the environment and an improved job market for 
geographers and geologists should lead to significant program enrollment increase in 1993 
and throughout the remainder of the decade. 
TABLE 3 
mSTORICAL PERSPECI1VE 
Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr. Fall 
'87 '87 '88 '88 '89 '89 '90 '90 
Eanh Science· Major 10 8 7 7 9 7 9 7 
Geography - Major 76 66 73 73 66 72 74 83 
Geology - Major 33 35 33 36 33 36 35 27 
Earth Science - Minor 2 5 7 7 10 7 2 2 
Geography - Minor 32 30 30 29 33 38 47 37 
Geology - Minor 17 16 17 16 12 14 15 8 
City and Regional 
Planning - Minor 7 10 10 9 10 7 12 II 
Cartography & Mapping 
Technology--Associate 
Degree 10 7 7 7 5 8 8 7 
Meteorological Technology 
--Associate Degree 18 16 20 23 20 17 21 10 
TOTAL 205 193 205 212 203 215 223 192 
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SnldeOl Credit Hours 
Over six thousand student credit hours were generated for both Spring and Fall 
Semesters of 1990 (Table 4). This maintains the high level of enrollment since the Fall 
1987 SemeSler. 
TABLE 4 










































Upper division student credit hours increased slightly in the geography area and 
decreased by a small number in the geology area in the past year (fable 5). 
TABLE 5 
UPPER DIVISION STUDENT CREDIT HOURS 
FaIl - 1986 
FaIl - 1987 
FaIl - 1988 
Fall - 1989 
FaIl- 1990 













Reflecting the large increase in student credit hours and the significant service role 
the department plays in the University's educational delivery system, the Department's 
student/faculty ratio for Fall 1990 was 28.8. Table 6 details the department's 
student/faculty ratio between 1986- I 990. 
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STUDENT/FACUL TY RA 110 




















No major program mcxlification were initiated during 1990. The core curriculum was 
reviewed and several courses were deleted. There were: 
GEOG lOS, Physical Geography I 
GEOG 106, Physical Geography II 
GEOG 107, Physical Geography Lab 
GEOG 108, Physical Geography Lab 
GEOG 470, Geography of Cities 
GEOG 478, Geography of Agriculture 
GEOL 103, General Geology 
GEOL 375, Introduction to Rocks and Mjnerals 
Mammoth Cave Summer Pmmro 
The Summer University at Mammoth Cave had seventy-one students enrolled in the six 
courses and workshops. The 1990 courses and instructors were: 
Cave Survey & Cartography 




Karst of Mexico 
- Dr. John Mylroie 
- Dr. Stanley Sides 
- Dr. Anhur Palmer 
- Dr. Tim Atkinson and 
- Dr. Nick Crawford 
- Mr. Roger Brucker 
- Mr. George Veni 



















"'Other panicipants came from Washington D.C., Puerto Rico, Canada and Australia. 
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Sections and Course Enrollment Listin~s 
Sixty-three sections (not including the graduate component in 400 level courses) were 
offered in the Geography area during the Spring 1990 Semester. Student Enrollment 
totalled 1,587. Twenty-two sections (not including the graduate component in 400 level 
courses) were offered in Geology with an enrollment of 566. Fifty-eight sections were 
offered in Geography during the Fall 1990 Semester with a student enrollment of 1,763. 
Geology offered 18 sections with a student enrollment of 519 for this period. 
In the previously mentioned section listings are several evening and extended campus 














Goog 100 - Glasgow 
Goog 101 - Glasgow 
Geog 101 - Brownsville 
Geog 121 - Glasgow 
Goog 110 - Russellville 
Geog 360 - Morgantown 
Gool 102 - Russellvil le 
Goog 121 - Glasgow 
Geog 100 - Glasgow 
Geog 100 - Brownsville 
Goog 121 - Glasgow 
Geog 360 - Elizabethtown 
Geog 121 - Morgantown 





Sections TQtal Stud~nt~ 
Geog 100 Intro. Man's Physical Env 10 558 
Geog 101 Prin. Human Geography 11 337 
Geog 110 World Regional 5 122 
Geog 121 Meteorology 5 228 
Geog 200 Intra. Latin America 1 3 
Geog 240 Intro. to Planning I 9 
Geog 300 Scope & Methods I 18 
Geog 315 Cartography 2 28 
Geog 350 Economic Geography I 17 
Geog 360 Geography North America 3 89 
Geog404 Computer Mapping I 10 
Geog 416(G) Remote Sensing I 11 
Geog 426(G) Applied Met. & Climatology I 15 
Geog 451 Geography of Kentucky I 42 
Geog 454(G) Geog. of Middle America I 4 
Geog 471 Conservation I 20 
Geog 475(I) Selected Topics Geography 2 3 
Geog 475-510 Geographic Info. Systems 2 11 
Geog 480 Urban Geography I 7 
Geog 484 Planning Theory & Application I 5 
Geog486 Environmental Seminar I I 
Geog 491(G) Data Analysis I 3 
Geog 495(1) Planning Internship I 5 
Geog 500 Intro. Research I 14 
Geog 504 History & Philosophy of Geog. I 11 
Geog 510 Selected Topics Geography I 2 
Geog 571 Quality of Life I 6 
Geog 580 Adv. Urban Geography I 4 
Geog 584 Planning Theory & Appl. I I 
Geog 595(1) Planning Practicum 1 2 



















Intro Geology 9 
Physical Geology I 
Historical Geology I 
Physical Geology Lab 2 
Historical Lab I 
Structural Geology I 
Structural Lab I 
Petrology I 
Hydrogeology I 
Stratigraphy - Sedimentology 1 
Selected Topics Geology 2 



















Sections TQlal Stu!l~Ill~ 
Geog 100 Intro. Man's Physical Env. 10 539 
Geog 101 Prin. Human Geography 10 434 
Geog 110 World Regional 6 262 
Geog 121 Meteorology 3 171 
Geog 122 Aviation Meteorology I 18 
Geog 200 Intro. Latin America 1 6 
Geog 240 Introduction to Planning I 17 
Geog 300 Scope and Methods I 21 
Geog 310 Hydrology 1 10 
Geog 315 Cartography I 22 
Geog 350 Economic Geography I 29 
Geog 360 Geography North America 3 76 
Geog 41O(G) Advanced Cartography 1 9 
Geog 415(G) Air Photo Interpretation I 16 
Geog 422 Climatology I 18 
Geog 423 Transportation Planning 20 
Geog 451 Geog. of Kentucky 1 3 
Geog 452 Field Studies I 7 
Geog 467(G) Geog. of Middle East I II 
Geog 471 Conservation 1 18 
Geog 475(1) Selected Topics Geography I 4 
Geog 484(G) Planning Theory & Application 8 
Geog 488(G) Rural Planning I 20 
Geog 491(G) Data Analysis I 12 
Geog 502 Field Work I 8 
Geog 510 Selected Topics Geography 2 5 
Geog 571 Quality of Life I 2 
Geog 599(C) Maint. Matriculation I 1 















Intro. Geology 8 
Physical Geology I 
Physical Geology Lab 2 
Hydrology I 
Mineralogy I 
Field Work I 
Environmental Geology I 
Advanced Hydrology I 
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STUDENT AWARD WINNERS 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD 
GEOGRAPHY 
Ellen Isenberg Bunch 
John Bruce Demsey 
Kristi Mae Baxley 
GEOLOGY 
Lily Ann Schlinke 
Richard L. Tibbitts 
Jeffery L. Fant 
-Ronald Dilarnaner Award--Outstanding Senior, 1989 
-Ronald Dilamaner Award--Outstanding Senior, 1990 
-Ronald Dilamaner Award--Outstanding Senior, 199 1 
-Judson Roy Griffin Award--Oustanding Senior, 1989 
-Judson Roy Griffin Award--Outstanding Senior, 1990 
-Judson Roy Griffin Award--Outstanding Senior, 1991 
OUTSTANDING GRADUAlE STUDENT 
James H. Smith -Master of Science in Geography, 199 1 




-Outstanding Member 1989 
-Outstanding Member 1990 
-Outstanding Member 1991 
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STUDENT PAPERS PRESENTED 
Alkolibi, Fahad H. "The Urban Heat Island of Bowling Green," 20th Annual Meeting of 
Sigma Xi, Western Kentucky University, March, 1990. 
Baxley, Kristi. "A Geography of Climate Stations," Kentucky Academy of Science, Nonh-
ern Kentucky University, 1990. 
Beane, C. E. "Recovery Process for Ponded Coal Fines Permits Partial Reclamation of 
Abandoned Mine Lands," 20th Annual Meeting of Sigma Xi, Western Kentucky Univer-
sity, March, 1990. 
Beane, C. E. "Recovery. Characterization and Utilization of Ponded Coal Fines," (with Ken-
neth Kuehn), Seventh Annual Meeting of the Society for Organic Petrology, Calgary, 
Canada, September, 1990. 
Beane, C. E. "Ponded Coal Fines - Kentucky'S New Coal Resource," (with Kenneth Kuehn), 
Kentucky Academy of Science. Northern Kentucky University, November, 1990. 
DOlson, C. Britton. "Detemlination of Groundwater Flow Routes from Two Toxic Waste 
Sites in Hardin County, Kentucky," 20th Annual Meeting of Sigma Xi, Western Ken-
tucky University, March, 1990. 
Heazlit, Tammie, "An Investigation of Radon Levels and Their Fluctuations in Association 
with Barometric Pressure and Temperature Change, Mammoth Cave National Park, 
Kentucky," 20th Annual Meeting of Sigma Xi, Western Kentucky University, March. 
1990. 
Howcroft, William. "Selection of Potential Landf3f?1ing Sites in Warren County, Ken-
tucky," 20th Annual Meeting of Sigma Xi, Western Kentucky University, March, 1990. 
Meyer, Chtistopher. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model - An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Educational Tool," (with Noland Fields and Kalen Watkins), National 
Meeting Geological Society of America, Dallas , October, 1990. 
Tibbetts, Richard. "Analysis of Compositional Changes in the Topopah Spring Member 
Welded Tuff from Yucca Mountain, Nevada by Employing TG/DTA and XRD Tech-
niques," (with Jeff Timmons), 20th Annual Meeting of Sigma Xi, Western Kentucky 
University, March, 1990. 
Vann, Barry. "Factors Affecting Wood Fuel Consumption in Warren County, Kentucky," 
(with Conrad Moore), Kentucky Academy of Science. Nonhero Kentucky University, 
November. 1990. 
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Watkins, Kalen. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model- An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Educational Tool," (with Noland Fields and Christopher Meyer), National 
Meeting Geological Society of America, Dallas, October 1990. 
Willoughby, Gregory L. "The Effect of Air Temperature on Soil Temperature," Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Northern Kentucky University. November, 1990. 
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Alkolibi, Fahad M. "Bowling Green Urban Heat Island," Stud.PI Honors Research Bulletin, 
1990, pp. 29-32. 
Beane. C. E. "Recovery. Characterization and Utilization of Ponded Coal Fines," (with 
Kenneth Kuehn), Seventh Annual Meeting of the Society for Organic Petrology, Ale 
SIraCIS and Prol:fam, 1990, p. 25. 
Beane, C. E. "Ponded Coal Fines - Kentucky's New Coal Resource," (with Kenneth Kuehn), 
76th Annual Meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science, Geoloey Sectioo ProWm 
and Absrracts. 1990, p. 8. 
DOlson, C. Britton. "Groundwater Investigation for a Proposed Wetland Waste Treatment 
Facil ity at Logan Aluminum Company, Logan County, Kentucky," (wi th Nicholas 
Crawford), prepared for Camp Dresser and McKee. Inc. , Environmental Consultants, 
1990,18 p. , 2 plates. 
Dotson, C. Britlon. "Physiography and Geology of Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicho-
las Crawford), prepared for City-County Planning Commission of Warren County by the 
Center for Local Government. Western Kentucky University, 1990, 16 p. 
Dotson, C. Britton. "Invesligation of Suitable Sites for Landfanning of MunicipaJ Sludge in 
Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford and William Howcroft), prepared 
under a grant from Bowling Green MunicipaJ Uti lities, 1990, 127 p. 
Dotson, C. Brinon. "Groundwater Flow in the Vicini ty of the Sewage Treatment Plant 
Discharge at Trenton, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford and James Smith), prepared 
for City of Trenton, Kentucky, 1990, 34 p. 
Dotson, C. Britton. "Soi l Erosion: The Loss of Warren County's Most Important Natural 
Resource," (with Nicholas C. Crawford and George Veni), prepared for City-County 
Planning Commission of Warren County, by the Center for Local Government, Western 
Kentucky University, 1990,24 p. 
Fugate, Anthony. "Barometric Pressure and Automobile Accident Frequency in Bowling 
Green, Kentucky," (with Michael Trapasso), 1989 Proceedjo2s, Geography Section, 
Kentucky Academy of Science, 1990, pp. 65-72. 
Heazlil. Tammie. "Protection of Prime Farmland, Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicho-
las Crawford), prepared for City-County Planing Commission of Warren County by the 
Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University, 1990. 7 p. 
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Howcroft, William D. "Investigation of Suitable Sites for Landfanning of Municipal Sludge 
in Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford and C. Britton Dotson), pre· 
pared under a grant from Bowling Green Municipal Utilities, 1990, 127 p. 
Mathis, Gary W. "A Spatial Analysis of the Truclcing Indusrry in Bowling Green, Ken· 
tucky," (with James Davis), 1989 Proceedines, Geography Section, Kentucky Academy 
of Science, 1990, pp, 22-37. 
Meyer, Christopher. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model - An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Educational Tool," (with Noland Fields and Kalen Watkins), Geological 
Society of America, AbsttaClS, Vol. 22, No.7, 1990, p. 239. 
Reeder, Phillip R. "Groundwater Contamination In Warren County, Kentucky: Nonpoint 
Source Pollution," (with Nicholas Crawford), in Crawford, N.C. (ed.), The Karst Land-
scape of Warren County. Prepared for City-County Planning Commission of Warren 
County by the Center for Local Government~ Western Kentucky University, Bowling 
Green, Kentucky, 1990, pp. 173-204. 
Smith, James H. "DRASTIC: An Assessment of Groundwater Pol1ution Vulnerability in 
Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford) prepared for City-County Plan-
ning Commission of Warren County by the Center for Local Government, Western 
Kentucky University, 1990,35 p. 
Smith, James H. "Significant Natural Landscape Features of Warren County, Kentucky," 
(with Nicholas Crawford), prepared for City-County Planning Commission of Warren 
County by the Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University, 1990. 140 p. 
Smith, James H. "DRASTIC: An Assessment of Groundwater Pollution Vulnerability in 
Warren County, Kentucky," prepared under a grant from Ci ty·County Planning Commis· 
sion of Warren County, Kentucky, 1990,72 p., 17 plates. 
Smith, James H. "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of Eastern Elementary School. Barren 
County, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford), prepared for Barren County Board of 
Education, 1990,59 p., I plate. 
Smith, James H. "Hydrogeologic Investigation for a Proposed Petroleum Waste By-Products 
Land·Treatment Facility, Triple M Fanns, Simpson County, Kentucky" (with Nicholas 
Crawford), prepared for NonhAmerican Environmental Services, Inc., 1990,201 p., 4 
plates. 
Smith, James H. "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of the Curtis Peay Landfill, Warren 
County, Kentucky." (with Nicholas Crawford), prepared for Bowling Green, Kentucky 
Public Works Department, 1990, 125 p., 4 plates. 
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Smith, James H. "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of the Sewage Treatment Plant Dis-
charge at Trenton, Kentucky," (with Nicholas Crawford and C. Britton Dotson), prepared 
for City of Trenton, Kentucky, 1990, 34 p. 
Smith, James H. "Huautla '88 and '89: Studying the Hydrogeology and Making the Movie," 
(with C. William Steele), The Explorers Journal, Vol. 68, 1990, pp. 14-21. 
Smith, James H. "Lost Pot," Geor~a Under~round, Vol. 27, No.2, 1990, pp. 3-5. 
Smith, James H. "Sistema Caricateco Resurgence Located," Georeia Uoderuouod, Vol. 27, 
No.2, 1990, pp. 9-11. 
Smith, James H. "Rescue at Chance," Georeia Underground, Vol. 27, No. I, 1990, pp. 19-
23. 
Smith, James H. BloodslOne Cave Map, in "Bloodstone Revisited" by John Stenkel, Georeia 
UDderwund, Vol. 27, No. I, 1990, p. 15. 
Smith, James H. "1988-89 Nita Ka Expidation," Speleo Di~esl, 1989, pp. 399-402. 
Snead. Jeffrey L. "Groundwater Contamination in Warren County, Kentucky: Onsite Sew-
age Disposal Systems," (with Nicholas Crawford), in Crawford, N.C. (ed.), The Kallil 
Landscape of Warren County. Prepared for City-County Planning Commission of 
Warren County by the Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1990, pp. 145-172. 
Twcddell. Thomas. "Eanhquake Risk Assessment of Warren County, Kentucky," (with 
Nicholas Crawford and Shaun Winter), prepared for City-County Planning Commission 
of Warren County by the Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1990, 42 p. 
Watkins, Kalen. "A Realistic Contained Landfill Model - An Effective Geological and 
Environmental Educational Tool," (with Noland Fields and Christopher Meyer) , Geo-
logical Society of America, AbsJraClS, Vol. 22, No.7, 1990, p. 239. 
Webster, James W. "Sinkhole Collapse Problems in Warren County," (with Nicholas 
Crawford and George Veni), in Crawford, N.C. (cd.) The Karst Landscape of Warren 
Coynty, prepared for City-County Planning Commission of Warren County by the 
Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky, 
1990, pp. 71 -115. 
Webster, James W. "Radon Levels in the Homes and Caves of Bowling Green, Warren 
County," (with Nicholas Crawford), prepared for City-County Planning Commission of 
Warren County, Kentucky by the Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky 
University, Bowling Green, KentUCky, 1990. 15 p. 
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Winter, Shaun. "Eanhquake Risk Assessment of Warren County, Kentucky," (with Nicholas 
Crawford and Thomas Tweddell), prepared for City-County Planning Commission of 
Warren County by the Center for Local Government, Western Kentucky University. 
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1990,42 p. 
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DEPARTMENT POLICY DOCUMENTS 
The remainder of this report includes: 
Summary of Strategic Planning at the University Level--Western XXI 
The Outcome Assessment Program Document 
Promotion and Tenure Criteria 
STRATEGIC PLANNING AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL 
WESTERN XXI 
One of the more imponant activi ties engaged in by the University, college, and depart-
ment was the development of a strategic planning document outlining the furture development of 
Western Kentucky University into the 21st Century. Essentially this strategic plan formulated 
goals and objectives and plotted the University's course for the future. The document will be 
used to allocate money and other resources in the years to come. 
An important aspect of the Western XXI planning process was the evaluation of the 
present academic programs. At the bacculaureate level both geography and geology were evalu-
ated as essential. At the graduate level the geography program was deemed essential, while the 
c ity and regional planning program was tenned desirable. 
In general we were pleased with the overall evaluation of the departmental programs. 
We are convinced, however, that a more careful and thoughtful reading of the data that was 
provided the administrative council would have improved the city and regional ranking to the 
essential category. 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
The department initiated an Outcome Assessment Program during the past year. Goals 
ror the students and the programs, criteria for maintianing an effective curriculum, and measures 
or the program's success were fonnulated. 
We are now in the process of evaluating our level of achievement Graduating seniors 
rrom the various programs have been interviewed or sent a satisfaction and infonnation survey. 
Fifth year alumni surveys have also been developed and sent to our graduates. 
The Outcome Assessment Program for the Geology, Earth Science, and Geography 
Bachelor of Science Degree; and the M.S. in Geography and City and Regional Planning follow : 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
APRIL 2, 1990 
QQALS FOR THE STIIDENTS AND TIlE PROGRAM 
The undergraduate program in Geology is designed (0 prepare its graduates to enter the profes-
sion of geologist either directly, or after additional graduate study. To detennine if this goal is 
accomplished, several questions must be raised and the results evaluated. For example, has the 
program provided the graduate the academic background for entry level employment positions? 
Has the program adequately prepared the student for the subject matter Graduate Record Exami-
nation? Has the program properly prepared the graduate for entrance and success in accredited 
graduate programs? Finally. since most geology majors elect to concentrate in the discipline 
aCier one or two years of general coursework, panicipants can complete their major requirements 
in a reasonable number of semesters. 
MAINTAININQ AN EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM 
To main tain an effective curriculum the following actions have been initiated: 
- Interaction with faculty and surveys of curriculum in Geology Departments throughout the 
Commonwealth and nation to assure course offerings are comparable and of equal or superior 
quality to those of benchmark institutions. 
- Periodic outside peer review of curriculum.· 
The comparison of present curriculum to the standards suggested by the American Institute 
of Professional Geologists . 
The productivity of the faculty with respect to professional research and public service. 
MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS 
To detennine the geology program's success and to derive answers to the related questions. the 
following assessment criteria will be utilized. 
I) The success of graduates in graduate program. 
2) The results of periodic alumni surveys as they relate to academic preparation and 
current employment. 
3) Exit interviews of graduating seniors. 
·Will require University funding. 
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ASSESSMENT ELEMENT 
Student Success Toward 
Advanced Degrees 
Survey of Graduating 
'" Seniors ~ 
Alumni Survey 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY 
COST TO 
UNIVERSITY 
HOW OFTEN EACHllME HOW BY WHOM 
Annually None Personal Dept. Head 




Annually None Exit Dept. Head 
Interviews 
Every three years $50.00 Mailed Dept. Head 
Survey and Committee 
WHAT WILL BE DONE 
WITH THE RESULTS 
Analysis and Incorporation 
into Annual Report 
Curriculum Analysis 
Curriculum Analysis 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
APRIL 2, 1990 
GOALS FOR TIlE STUDENTS AND mE PROGRAM 
The eanh science program is designed to prepare teachers for instruction at the secondary and 
middle school level. 
MAINTAINING AN EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM 
To maintain an effective curriculum the following actions have been initiated: 
. Periodic Review - are our course offerings comparable to those of Eanh Science programs at 
benchmark institutions? 
- ACf, G.P.A. and enrollment data - are our students comparable in number and quality to 
similar programs? 
- Interaction with Science Education Faculty - WKU College of Educarion. Are we consistent 
with state requirements? Is our fonnat compatible with the unit designs being taught in public 
schools? 
Periooic outside peer review of curriculum.· 
The productivity of the facull)' with respect to professional research and public service. 
MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS 
1. An exit survey of perceived strengths and weakness of the program. 
2. Follow-up survey of alumni - has this program provided the needed background 
to be effective on your job? 
3. Continual monitoring of items such as job placement in the service region and state 
requests for our graduates; requests for faculty presentations; technical assistance by 
faculty. 
·Will require Universi ty funding. 
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ASSESSMENT ELEMENT 






OUTCOME ASSESSMENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE 
COST TO 
UNIVERSITY 
HOW OFTEN EACH TIME HOW BY WHOM 
Annually None Exit Dept. Head 
Interviews 
Every three years $50.00 Mailed Dept. Head 
Survey and Committee 
Semi-Annually None Mailed Dept. Head 
Survey and Committee 
WHAT WILL BE DONE 
WITH THE RESULTS 
Curriculum Analysis 
Curriculum Analysis 
Analysis and Incorporation 
into Annual Repon 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOGRAPHY 
OUTCOME ASSESSEMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
APRIL 2, 1990 
GOALS FOR THE STUDENTS AND TIiE PROGRAM 
Very few of our undergraduate majors come to the University with the expectation of majoring 
in geography. Therefore. students select a major in geography later in their academic career. 
The success of the geography undergraduate program can be addressed by deriving the answers 
to three basic questions. These questions are: 1) does the geography academic program meet the 
student' s expectations, 2) does the geography academic program adequately prepare the student 
for the changing nature of professional employment, and 3) does the geography academic pro-
gram adequately prepare the student for success in a graduate program? 
MAINTAINING AN EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM 
To maintain an effective CUnlcuJum the following actions have been initiated: 
- Interaction with faculty and surveys of curriculum in Geography Departments throughout 
the Commonwealth and nation to assure course offerings are comparable and of equal or 
superior quality to those of benchmark institutions . 
. Periodic outside peer review of curriculum.· 
. The productivity of the faculty with respect to professional research and public service. 
MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS 
1) A survey of graduating seniors as to perceiVed strengths and weaknesses in the 
existing program. 
2) A survey of alumni three years after graduation as to career employment relating 
to sttengths and weaknesses in their academic program. 
3) A review of undergraduate internships. 
4) The productivity of student professional research and public service. 
5) The success of graduates in graduate programs. 
·Will require University funding. 
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QUICQME ASSESSMENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 
BACHEWR QF SCIENCE IN GEQGRAPHY 
COST TO 
UNIVERSITY WHAT WILL BE DONE 
ASSESSMENT ELEMENT HOW OFTEN EACH TIME HOW BY WHOM WITH THE RESULTS 
Survey of Graduating Annually None Exit Dept. Head Curriculum Analysis 
Seniors Interviews 
Alumni Survey Every three years $50.00 Mailed Dept. Head Curriculum Analysis 
Survey and Committee 
Review of Internships Annually None Personal Dept. Head Curriculum Analysis 
'" (Agency) Interview and Committee CD 
Productivity of Student Annually None Activity Dept. Head Analysis and Incorporation 
Professional Research Report into Annual Report 
and Public Service 
Student Success Toward Annually None Personal Dept. Head Analysis and Incorporation 




MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOGRAPHY 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
APRIL 2, 1990 
GOALS FOR THE STUDENTS AND THE PROGRAM 
The graduate program in geography is designed to prepare the graduate student for: I) profes-
sional employment related to the discipline andlor 2) continued graduate work beyond the 
master's level. 
MAINTAINING AN EFFECUYE CURRICULUM 
To maintain an effective curriculum the following actions have been initiated: 
Interaction with faculty and surveys of curriculum in Geography Depanrnems throughout 
the Commonwealth and narion to assure course offerings are comparable and of equal or 
superior quality to those of benchmark institutions. 
Periodic outside peer review of curriculm.· 
A pre-lest administered to all incoming graduate students with respect to basic geographic 
literacy. 
The productivity of the graduate faculty in research and public service. 
MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS 
1) The success of graduates in Ph.D. programs at other universities. 
2) The survey of graduates three years after graduation with respect to academic 
preparation and current employment. 
3) The productivity of our graduate students in research and public service activities. 
4) The successful completion of a thesis. 
5) For graduate students not writing a thesis. a major research paper demonsttating the 
grasp of geographical research and quality writing to be presented and reviewed by 
student's graduate advisor. 
6) The comprehensive written and oral examination. 
·Will require University funding. 59 
ASSESSMENT ELEMENT 
Survey of Graduates 
Alumni Survey 
Productivity of Student 
Professional Research 
'" and Public Service 0 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOGRAPHY 
COST TO 
UNIVERSITY 
HOW OFfEN EACH TIME HOW BY WHOM 
Annually None Exit Dept. Head 
Interviews 
Every three years $50.00 Mailed Dept. Head 
Survey and Committee 
Annually None Activity Dept. Head 
Repon 
WHAT Wll..L BE DONE 
WITH THE RESULTS 
Curriculum Analysis 
Curriculum Analysis 
Analysis and Incorporation 
into Annual Repon 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
APRIL 2, 1990 
GOALS FOR TIlE STIJDENTS AND TIlE PROGRAM 
The graduate program in City and Regional Planning is designed to prepare the graduate student 
for: 1) professional employment related to the discipline and/or 2) continued graduate work 
beyond the master's level. 
MAINTAINING AN EFFECIlVE CURRICULUM 
To mainlain an effective curriculum the following actions have been initiated: 
Interaction with faculty and surveys of curriculum in City and Regional Departments through· 
out the nation to assure course offerings are comparable and of equal quality to those of 
benchmark institutions. 
Periodic outside peer review of curriculum.· 
The annual average perfonnance of incoming students on a standardized exam (e.g., GRE), 
expressed as a moving average. 
The annual review of the Program by the Department Chair. 
MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS 
1. Annual level of students' participation (e.g., paper presentations, panel discussions, 
elc.) at professional meetings per student in the Program, expressed as a moving 
average. 
2. Annual number of student publications (anicles and technical repons by students) 
expressed as a moving average. 
3. Letters from intern supervisors. These letters should incorporate at least minimal 
objective criteria for evaluating peIfonnance. 
4. The annual number of graduates placed in career· related positions within a set period 
of time after graduation, expressed as a moving average. 
·Will require Universi ty funding . 
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5. The annual number of graduates going on for funher graduate study, expressed as a 
moving average. 
6. Letters from employers of graduates. These letters should incorporate at least 
minimal objective criteria for evaluating perfonnance. 
7. Alumni questionnaires providing a self-assessment from graduates of the 
Program's impact on their careers. These would include appropriate items 
regarding career advancement 
8. A fonnal scholarly research paper and presentation within the Department that 
demonstrates substantive knowledge and the use of appropriate research techniques 
applied to a topic within the student's chosen course of study. 
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OUTCOME ASSESSMENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 
MASTER Of SCIENCE IN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
COST TO 
UNIVERSITY WHAT Wll.L BE DONE 
ASSESSMENT ELEMENT HOW OFTEN EACH TIME HOW BY WHOM WITH THE RESULTS 
Pnxtuctivity of Student Annually None Activity Dept. Head Analysis and lncorporation 
Professional Research Report into Annual Report 
and Public Service 
Review of Internships Annually None Personal Dept. Head Curriculum Analysis 
(agency) Interview and Committee 
Alumni Survey Every three years $50.00 Mailed Dept. Head Curriculum Analysis 
Survey and Committee 
0-
w Student Success Toward Annually None Personal Dept. Head Analysis and Incorporation 




Employee Comments Semi-Annually None Mailed Dept. Head Analysis and Incorporation 
Survey and Committee into Annual Report 
PROMOTION AND TENURE CRITERIA 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY - 1990 
Faculty members of the Department of Geography and Geology who are evaluated for 
tenure or who apply for promotion are reviewed by their senior colleagues. Tenure recommen-
dations are made by all tenured faculty. Promotion recommendations are made by the rank and 
promotion committee. Recommendations concerning tenure and promotion are based on (1) 
teaching effectiveness; (2) research/creative activity; and (3) university/public service. 
Departmental criteria pertaining to academic qualifications, experience, and demonstrated 
achievement are in compliance with university standards for each faculty rank and tenure, but are 
more specific in the area of "demostrated achievement." FacuIty are responsible for providing 
documentation of accomplishments in the teaching effectiveness, research/creative activity, and 
university/public service categories. This documentation will be subjected to qualitative assess-
ment by the appropriate group of departmental peers and independently by the Department 
Chair. 
Teaching Effectiveness 
Historically, Western Kentucky University has been a strong teaching institution. All 
faculty members are expected to be effective in the classroom and such perfonnance is central in 
promotion and tenure decisions. It is, however, the most difficult of the three areas of review to 
measure. 
Much of the assessment of an individual's teaching effectiveness is based on evaluations 
by students and alumni. Some evaluations are fonnal, but infonnal comments by students and 
alumni are often made to various colleagues and the Department Chair. The depanment has 
developed a standard core of questions for the annual formal student evaluations. These ques-
tions address the effectiveness of organization and presentation of subject matter as well as 
student perceptions of general intellectual development and the practical application of infonna-
tion and skills learned in the classroom. Alumni may also respond to questions and make com-
ments concerning teaching effectiveness through periodic surveys. In addition, self-evaluations 
of teaching effectiveness are requested annually. 
Opportunities for peer evaluation of teaching effectiveness are also available. Special 
presentations to colleagues or classes can provide impressions of general instructional ability. At 
state, regional and national professional meetings there are often opportunities to auend a col-
league's presentation. These provide some indication of an individual's abi lity to present the 
results of research or other activity in a clear and logical manner. A general idea of a colleague's 
knowledge, skills and classroom techniques is also obtained through infonnal discussions. 
Moreover, development of special A V, CAlor other classroom instructional materials may 
provide a basis for estimating effectiveness. A review of course outlines, examinations, quizzes. 
readings, and laboratory and research assignments is a further indication of the quality of class-
room work. 
The effective teacher should convey enthusiasm for the particular discipline to the student 
and be available outside the classroom for student consultation. It is also recognized that teach-
ing effectiveness and popularity are not necessarily coupled. In the final analysis, a variety of 
objective and subjective elements must be considered in making a professional judgement of a 
colleague's teaching effectiveness. 
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Individuals being considered for promotion or tenure are asked to submit tangible evi-
dence of effective teaching. Tangible evidence of teaching effectiveness may include, but is not 
limited to, materials such as: 
Student evaluations 
Alumni evaluations 
Peer evaluations/assessments - depanmental presentations 
Course materials (outlines. syllabi, exams, reading, laboratory and 
research assignments, etc.) 
Unsolicited student or alumni letters 
Self-evaluations or assessments 
Other appropriate items 
Research/Creative Activity 
Research/creative activity is an important professional responsibility. Such efforts keep a 
faculty member current in his/her field. help maintain an appropriate competency level, and 
advance or extend knowledge. Nonnally, to receive tenure or promotion (0 the rank of associate 
professor or professor at least a few good quality publications are required. A faculty member 
being considered for promotion andlor tenure is asked to submit tangible evidence of research/ 
creative activity. This may include, but is not limited to, materials such as: 
Books and monographs 
Book chapters 
Professional journal anicles 
Abstracts of professional papen presented and a li st of international, national, 
regional , and state scholarly meetings where these papen were presented 
Technical reports 
Grant activities 
Textbooks, laboratory manuals and other insrurctional materials 
Graduate/undergraduate research projects directed, including theses 
Other appropriate items 
UniversitylPublic Service 
The potential for professional contributions in this area is diverse. Service to various 
institutional or internal groups, committees, and bodies assists the university in developing and 
implementing its programs and policies. Service to various external groups, agencies, organiza-
tions and associations in the public and private sector and to public schools assists the university 
in fulfilling its basic mission. 
Individuals being considered for promotion or tenure are asked to submit tangible evi-




Participation in the work of regular departmental, college or university committee 
as a committee member or chair 
Participation in the work of special or ad hoc committees as a committee member 
or chair 
Academic Council service 
Faculty Senate service 
Service on graduate student committees and general student advisement 
Guest lectures or programs for on-campus groups 
Service as a faculty advisor to student organizations 
Other appropriate activities 
External Service 
Service to international, federal, regional, state or local government agencies 
or business as a techincal expert, consultant, or as a member of a policy advisory 
committee or scientific or technical committee 
Service to professional organizations, including committee work and leadership 
positions at local , state, regional and national levels and service to professional 
publications as a referee or in an editorial capacity 
Service to secondary and elementary schools through contacts with and assistance 
to teachers, panicipation in science fairs and college-day programs, and recruitment 
of students to the College 
Presentation of guest lectures or programs to off-campus organizations 
Other appreriate activities 
Review of Professional Activities with Respect to Promotion and Tenure Standards 
A faculty member's contributions in the categories of teaching effectiveness, research! 
creati ve activity, and university/public service serve as the basis for evaluating his or her per-
fonnance relative to departmental standards for promotion and tenure. Department faculty 
members are the most qualified individuals to review and assess a colleague's work and contribu-
tions. To assist faculty members seeking tenure or promotion to a certain rank, statistical sum-
maries of overall faculty peIfonnance and the Annual Report are made available on a yearly 
basis. These summaries provide a rough indication of current faculty nonns in the department in 
the areas of research/creative activity and university/public service. 
In addition, yearly evaluations and assessments made by the Department Chair are an 
important indicator of advancement toward tenure andlor promotion. Standards and criteria 
enunciated in this document are essentially the same as used in the annual evaluations. The 
Department Chair shall provide appropriate statements in the annual evaluation to assist faculty 
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10 altain advancemenlltenure and to advise if remedial steps are necessary. Moreover, the annual 
review conducted by the tenured facuIty should assist probationary faculty in identifying 
strengths and weaknesses in their professional development. 
The Department of Geography and Geology has established the following standards for 
the granting of tenure and promotion. The Ph.D. degree is required to be eligible for tenure. In 
exceptional cases, and with prior agreement betwen the faculty member, depanment head, and 
college dean this requirement may be waived. 
Tenure Criteria 
Demonstrated teaching effectiveness as judged by peers and the Depanment Chair. 
Tangible evidence of high quality research demonstrated primarily by publica· 
tion and professional presentation. Nonnally to receive tenure a few good 
quality publications are required. 
Tangible evidence of high quality university/public service demonstrated 
primarily through some combination of meaningful service to government 
agencies, business, or consultations; service to professionl organizations; 
service to schools; and internal service to the University. 
Department of Geography and Geology Faculty 
Department of Geography and Geology Department Chair 
















iveness as judged by peers 
and the Depanment Head 
Demonstrated teaching effect-
evness as judged by peers and 
the Depanment Head 
Demonstrated potential in 
teaching effectiveness while 
meeting basic standards of the 
department 
Research/Creatiye Actiyity 
A record of significant, high 
quality. and sustained publica-
tion and professional presentation 
Tangible evidence of high quality 
research demonstrated by publica-
tion and professional presentation. 
Nonnally a few good quality 
publications are required 
Demonsttated potential in 
publication and professional 
presentation 
Uoiyersity/Public Service 
A record of significant, 
high quality, and sustained 
university/public service 
Tangible evidence of high 
quality univerisity/public 
service 
Demonstrated potential in 
university/public service 
To be eligible for promotion the Ph,D, degree is required for advancement to the rank of Assistant Professor and above. In 
exceptional cases and with prior agreement between the depanment head and college dean this requirement may be waived. 
The criteria are meant to be applied with some flexibility in the research and university/public service areas. A candidate for 
Professor rank may be promoted if judged outstanding in teaching while research or univeristy/public service may be judged only 
average. The candidate must have. however. a sustained record of publication and professional, and universitylpublic service, 
